
Take control of 340B program management 

Cut through the complexities of multiple contract pharmacy 

administrators, covered entities, and IT systems with a single solution 

that standardizes compliance, reporting and operational procedures 

across all your stores. Sentry’s 340B Technology Backbone™:

Helps increase the efficiency of your pharmacy operations:  

A single point of interaction with Sentry means that your 

pharmacy chain will no longer have to establish, manage or 

maintain multiple data interchanges with multiple vendors.

Supports 340B vendor choice: The backbone program  

allows covered entities contracting with your chain to use  

the 340B vendor of their choice — while still aligning with  

your processes.

Prevents issues associated with multiple 340B vendor / 

covered entity installations: As your centralized backbone 

solution, Sentry can prevent duplicate claims and other issues.

Allows for a single Pharmacy Services Agreement:  

A standard agreement, as well as unified operational 

procedures across all locations, helps support a simplified 

business model.

Operates on an aggregated inventory model: Combine 

prescriptions from multiple store locations to help reach full  

package sizes faster and speed replenishment and invoicing.

Supports all 340B entity types: Work with FQHCs and  

all eligible hospital types.

Provides the data you need: Get customized data feeds,  

based on your inventory and financial systems.

Improve consistency  
across your system

Differing invoicing timeframes from 

multiple vendors can present challenges 

for your CFO. Sentry’s solution helps 

simplify financial management across 

all your pharmacies to enable consistent 

booking and reporting of revenue.

invoicing 

Sentry’s engine supports aggregated 

ordering and virtual inventory across 

multiple pharmacies, providing a central 

methodology to help track and control 

inventory across the chain.

inventory

Sentry’s platform accounts for slow-

moving items, long-term out-of-stocks, 

and other adjustments to produce an 

audit trail to assist with reconciliation 

and compliance.

reconciliation

helping simplify the complexities of 340B for retail pharmacies



Now there’s a single integration point to help you streamline pharmacy operations for 340B claims data capture, 

inventory, invoicing, and balance reconciliation across your entire retail pharmacy chain — regardless of the 

number of covered entities and 340B vendors you work with.
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About Sentry

As the leading provider of 340B procurement and 

compliance solutions for thousands of hospitals and 

retail pharmacies across the United States, Sentry 

Data Systems is uniquely positioned to extend our 

proprietary platform to you with no strings attached. 

We’re the only company in the industry that’s system-

agnostic and not tied to a wholesaler or Pharmacy 

Benefit Manager. This independence provides you 

with the most freedom and flexibility to respond to 

changing marketplace demands.

More secure

Sentry completes annual SOC 1, SOC 2 and  

SOC 3 examinations, indicating effective 

controls over the availability, security, processing 

integrity, confidentiality, and privacy of our 

customers’ data.

Supported in the USA

Sentry’s applications are internally developed and 

monitored 24/7/365 by our own US-based staff.
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